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When describing the structure and growth dynamics of the ‘great Tree of Life’, Charles

Darwin writes:

‘‘As buds give rise by growth to fresh buds, and these, if vigorous, branch out and

overtop on all sides many a feebler branch, so by generation I believe it has been

with the great Tree of Life, which fills with its dead and broken branches the crust of

the earth, and covers the surface with its ever-branching and beautiful ramifications’’

(Darwin 1872, p. 100).

The principal feature of plant form underlying Darwin’s metaphor for the Tree of Life

captures the modularity of plant structure that allows it to readily develop and abort organs

according to their performance, relative success and dynamic interactions with the external

environment and other organs on the same plant (Sachs and Novoplansky 1995).

The concept of modularity in plants was further introduced to population ecology by

John Harper (1977, 1985) and developed by others (e.g. Callaghan et al. 1990), but the

fundamental concept goes all the way back to the late eighteenth century. According to the

botanical studies of Goethe (1790), every plant and its shoots are comprised of similar

elements, each made of a piece of a stem with a leaf at its end. Metamorphosis makes these

elements different in size and shape, but the modular structure is universal.

Carl Schultz (1843) named these basic morphological elements ‘anaphyts’, and Charles

Gaudichaud (1841)—‘phytons’. The theory of anaphyt (or phyton) was further developed

by Delpino (1883), Čelakovský (1901) and Velenovský (1905–1913). These ideas have

been later used in developing the detailed classifications of plant growth forms (e.g.

Serebryakov 1962). Thus, the conceptualization of clonal plants as modular structures can

be seen as a variation on the early concept of the ‘‘anaphyt’’.
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Following the pioneering work of J. Harper, many studies dealt with the implications of

plant modularity (e.g. Jackson et al. 1985). The idea was also used for the modelling of

rhizome growth (e.g. Bell 1985). Since then, a more coordinated and extensive study of

modular structures in plants and effects of modularity on growth and population dynamics has

been developed (de Kroon and van Groenendael 1997). The research priorities formulated by

Harper (1978) included the comparison of vegetative and sexual reproduction, studying the

implications of fragmentation and integration of genets and ramets, comparison of rooting at

nodes to creeping without rooting, and studying the adaptive aspects of spatial expansion and

storage of assimilates in clonal structures (de Kroon and van Groenendael 1997). Later

studies further diversified to include a wide spectrum of topics such as:

(a) Clonal growth and development in plants, including the ecophysiological regulation

of clonal growth, signalling and communication;

(b) Plasticity of growth and foraging behaviour in situ and under controlled laboratory

conditions;

(c) Integration and ‘‘division of labor’’ between different ramets on the same clone with

an emphasis on the extent to which ramets are physiologically integrated, and the

comparison of different integration strategies and their potential ecological and

evolutionary implications;

(d) Inter- and intra-specific interactions at both the ramet and the genet levels, including

the possible implications of self/non-self discrimination, and the relative roles of

competitive and facilitative interactions within and between clones;

(e) Effects of clonality on community dynamics, in particular the extent to which

different communities vary in the prevalence of sexual reproduction and vegetative

propagation; the importance of the development and maintenance of bud banks to

community dynamics; the environmental determinants of the relative importance of

clonal growth and the extent to which vegetative propagation directs community

dynamics at different ecosystems;

(f) The role of clonality in population genetics, including the implications of the ratio of

asexual to sexual reproduction on genetic diversity; the effects of somatic mutations

on the fitness of potentially eternal clonal genets;

(g) The evolution and evolutionary ecology of clonal plants with an emphasis on the

adaptive significance of clonal growth.

(h) The effects of environmental variation on the relative importance of clonal vs. sexual

recruitment;

Some of these fronts, e.g. the study of plastic attributes and foraging attributes of clonal

growth and ramet mobility, have already yielded many important insights however the

study on some of the other fronts still awaits detailed exploration.

Starting in 1988, regular international conferences on clonal plant research have been

organized (Table 1). Proceedings of these meetings were usually dedicated to specific

topics and accompanied by critical reviews (e.g. Eckert 1999). As such, they provided

overviews on the development of clonal plant research through the last two decades.

The current Special Issue comprises a selection of papers that were presented at the

Clonal Plant Workshop held in Pärnu Estonia in 2006. It includes review papers, case

studies and discussion notes summarizing part of the leading research carried out on clonal

plants in the last few years.

The Special Issue includes two review papers. Lonnie Aarssen proposes a hypothesis on

the evolution and spread of clonality as a by-product of selection pressure on young indi-

viduals, offering an explanation to the rarity of clonality in taxa whose individuals are large.
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Honnay and Jacquemyn provide a review on the relationship between self-(in)compatibility

and genotypic diversity. They demonstrate the counterintuitive potential of self-incompati-

bility to reduce rather than to increase genotypic diversity in natural populations.

A series of contributions provide case studies on various aspects of plant clonality that

can be roughly divided into two groups. One group of studies deals with plasticity of clonal
growth, including plant’s abilities to perceive their environment and execute develop-

mental decisions.

Herben and Novoplansky used spatially explicit modelling to explore the population-

and community-level implications of self/non-self discrimination. According to the results,

plants with significant self/non-self discrimination are able to pack their ramets more

tightly, which in turn affects the spatial distribution and patterning of clones. Interestingly,

self/non-self discrimination may also result in a decreased genet diversity which demon-

strates a potential for emerging higher-order implications of basic physiological attributes.

The ramifications of plastic responses to changing environmental conditions were

studied by Huber et al. They showed that petiole elongation in Trifolium repens enabled

plants to avoid shade could be rather costly. Plasticity of cell number and flexural stiffness,

but not of tissue rigidity provided a selective advantage. However, increasing the number

of cells, decreasing the size of cells, or increasing the flexural stiffness was not associated

with costs. Their data also suggested that selection on shade-induced changes in cell size

and number differs among light environments.

Plasticity of clonal growth was also addressed by Hutchings and Wijesinghe who

experimentally demonstrated that both the spatial extent and the quality of high-resource

patches influenced plant growth. While this general phenomenon has been demonstrated

before, the current study emphasized the observation that plant responses do not merely

involve responses to local conditions, but are also based on integration between modules

that develop under potentially contrasting conditions.

Thomas and Hay showed that stolon apical buds were able to perceive and plastically

elongate their internodes in response to changes in the humidity in their immediate

proximity. These responses increased plant performance and demonstrated an adaptive

trade-off between explorative and exploitive ramet placement.

Table 1 Clonal plant workshops

Place Year Topic Proceedings

1. Schin op Geul,
Netherlands

1988 Clonal growth in plants: regulation and
function

van Groenendael and
de Kroon 1990

2. Abisko, Sweden 1990 Clonal plants and Environmental change Callaghan et al. 1992

3. Krkonoe Mountains,
Czech Republic

1992 Plant clonality: biology and diversity Soukupová et al. 1994

4. Budapest–Visegrad,
Hungary

1995 Clonality in plant communities Oborny and Podani
1996

5. Bangor, Wales, UK 1997 Clonal plants and environmental
heterogeneity—space, time and scale

Price and Marshall
1999

6. Obergurgl, Austria 2000 Ecology and evolutionary biology of clonal
plants

Stuefer et al. 2001

7. Kuusamo, Finland 2003 Reproductive strategies, biotic interactions and
metapopulation dynamics

Tolvanen et al. 2004

8. Pärnu, Estonia 2006 Generality, specificity and diversity of clonal
growth

This volume
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Macek and Lepš demonstrated that phenotypic plasticity enhanced the potential of

Potentilla palustris to grow in a wide range of habitats thus increased plant performance at

large spatial scales.

The second group of contributions focus on questions related to physiological inte-
gration and resource sharing in clonal plants.

In their study on clonal integration in patchy environments, Janeček et al. showed that

multiple stresses might prohibit free exchange of limiting resources via clonal network.

They used a three-link model system and found that the costs and benefits of resource

sharing were equal in Eriophorum angustifolium. They also concluded that clone behav-

iour depended on its complexity.

The pattern of resource sharing between ramets of Aegopodium podagraria from

contrasting habitats was explored by Nilsson and D’Hertefeldt. They demonstrated that

forest genets of A. podagraria were more dependent on resource sharing than those from

gardens. It is hard to evaluate if their results are caused by genetic drift or local adaptation

to resource heterogeneity however their study provides further support to the notion that a

high degree of resource sharing would be primarily beneficial in habitats where resources

are distributed patchily.

Resource sharing can also have significant negative consequences, as demonstrated by a

model by Koubek and Herben. Clonal integration may allow for a rapid spread of pathogens

among physiologically integrated ramets. However, the model predicts that integration is

expected to be selected against only under extremely high levels of pathogen infection.

Klimeš provided support for the hypothesis that species with prolonged physiological

integration between ramets of a clonal fragment prevail in stressful environments, whereas

‘‘splitter’’ species dominate relatively benign habitats. However, the results also suggest

that clonal integration is evolutionarily conservative as the relationships between clonal

integration and environmental factors could be largely explained by phylogeny.

The Special Issue also gives a stage to a forum of short communications that are hoped

to provoke discussions on a few debatable topics, in particular the regulation of growth and

reproductive behaviour in clonal plants.

Over a decade ago, de Kroon and van Groenendael (1997) have noted that in clonal

plant research ‘‘most of the new developments to date are defined at a single organization

level, either the individual, the population or the community. One major challenge for the

future will be to further explore the links between the concepts defined at each of these

levels’’. About 11 years later we can only reiterate that statement and add that in spite of

the great progress made on a few fronts, many phenomena related to clonal growth still beg

for further research. In particular, we would like to stress the need for integrated multi-

disciplinary efforts in studying emerging properties of lower hierarchical attributes and

their scaled up implications at higher organizational levels of the population, community

and the entire ecosystem.
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